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About 65 percent of Texas K-12 public school students are Black or Latino, but only 37 percent of teachers are Black or Latino. As a 
result, students of all backgrounds miss out on the many academic and social-emotional benefits of a racially and ethnically diverse 
teacher workforce. The data are stark: Almost 119,000 Black and Latino students attend a school where they have no same-race 
teachers. Moreover, almost 37 percent of White students attend a school without a single Black teacher and 13 percent attend a school 
without a single Latino teacher.1
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Understanding the Shortage of Teachers  
of Color in Texas 

All students benefit from having at least one teacher of color.2 Increasing teacher diversity can:

 • Promote positive models of leadership: Schools staffed by leaders and teachers of color expose students to positive role 
models and counteract negative stereotypes that misrepresent people of color.3 

 • Improve classroom experiences: Students, regardless of race, express favorable perceptions of the abilities of teachers of 
color to captivate their attention and clarify information.4

And the benefits of teacher diversity can be especially important for students of color. It can:

 • Help to close achievement gaps: When students of color have a teacher of the same race, they do better in school,5 
and they are more likely to graduate from high school and go on to a four-year college.6 For example, Black students are 13 
percent more likely to enroll in college if they had one Black teacher by third grade, and 32 percent more likely to go to college 
if they had two Black teachers early on.7

 • Foster a positive school climate and high expectations for students of different races: Teachers of color are more 
likely than White teachers to refer students of color to gifted and talented programs8 and have high expectations for students 
of color.9 Students of color also report having more positive school experiences when they have a teacher of color.10 Teachers 
of color are also less likely to use exclusionary discipline on students of color.11
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There are too few teachers of color in schools throughout Texas, including urban, rural,  
and suburban parts of the state.

 • Over two-fifths of schools lack a single Black teacher.

 • Over 10 percent of schools lack a single Latino teacher.

While teachers of color are more likely to work at schools that serve students of their race, thousands of students of color attend 
schools without a single teacher who looks like them.

 • Over 50,000 Black students (7.8 percent) are in schools with no Black teachers.

 • Nearly 68,000 Latino students (2.5 percent) are in schools with no Latino teachers.

White students, too, are missing out on the benefits of a diverse teacher workforce:

 • Almost 550,000 White students (37 percent) are in schools with no Black teachers.

 • Over 107,000 White students (13.1 percent) are in schools with no Latino teachers.

How can stakeholders increase the racial, ethnic, and linguistic diversity of  
the teaching workforce?12 

We know that state, district, and school leaders can and should be doing more to improve teacher diversity across the pipeline — via 
preparation, certification, recruitment and retention efforts, as well as support and development programs, and opportunities to grow 
and lead in the classroom.

Legislators and other state and local policymakers should:

 • Expand financial support for teacher candidates, including loan forgiveness, service scholarships, loan repayment incentives, 
and relocation incentives.

 • Fund programs to help create a pipeline of bilingual teachers.

 • Reduce unnecessary barriers to obtaining a teaching credential, including ensuring that assessments used in teacher 
credentialing are not racially or culturally biased.13

 • Collect and disaggregate data (by race and ethnicity) to understand teacher diversity (by certification area, geography, district, 
and school) and teacher experiences, including how teachers are prepared, supported, developed, and why they leave or stay.

 • Create state data systems that monitor the racial diversity of enrollees in teacher (and principal) preparation programs by 
certification area, as well as those who complete the programs.

 • Invest in the recruitment, preparation, and development of strong leaders by using Title II’s optional 3 percent leadership set-
aside funds, which should improve school teaching conditions that play a role in retaining teachers of color.14
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District leaders, school leaders, and teacher leaders should: 

 • Create and fund “grow-your-own” pathways into the teaching profession for candidates from untapped sources (e.g., local 
high schools, paraprofessionals, after-school staff, youth development workers, etc.) who are likely to reflect the student 
population and are already dedicated to serving students of color.

 • Partner with teacher preparation programs, particularly at historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs) and minority 
serving institutions (MSIs), to recruit excellent teachers who reflect the racial, ethnic, and linguistic diversity of the students 
and the community. 

 • Identify and rectify racial bias in hiring and in interactions among educators through professional development and ongoing 
training in cultural competence, racial equity, and unconscious bias.

 • Provide financial compensation, time during the workday, and/or promotional opportunities for the additional work and 
responsibilities that many teachers of color are often asked to take on outside the classroom (e.g., Latino teachers are often 
asked to serve as translators).

 • Make intentional efforts to diversify leadership opportunities (e.g., district advisory committees, opportunities to teach 
advanced courses, opportunities to mentor new teachers, etc.).

 • Ensure that there is a culturally inclusive school climate that values the unique experiences and voices of  
teachers of color. 

 • Create support networks for teachers of color that serve as resources for mentorship, camaraderie, and  
professional development.15

 • Survey and disaggregate data on current and outgoing teachers to better understand their experiences in schools,  
what motivates them to stay, and their reasons for leaving the school or profession.

 • Be thoughtful about how teachers of color are hired, assigned, and inducted into schools across districts by using cohort 
models—programs that connect teachers of color working in different schools to decrease isolation.

Student leaders, parent leaders, and other community leaders should:

 • Urge school, district, and state leaders to take the kinds of actions listed above to recruit and retain more teachers of color 
and ask them to document these commitments in their school and district plans.

 • Build momentum for action by telling other students, families, and community members about the academic and social-
emotional benefits that teachers of color bring to school and about their experiences with teacher diversity.

 • Ensure that policymakers are making data on teacher diversity and retention easily accessible, tracking it to see if it’s moving 
in the right direction, and changing course based on real-time outcomes.
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For Further Reading:

 • “Diversifying the Teaching Profession: How to Recruit and Retain Teachers of Color” (Learning Policy Institute)

 • “Lessons for Teacher Education: The Role of Critical Professional Development in Teacher of Color Retention”  
(Journal of Teacher Education)

 • “Exploring the Boundary-Heightening Experiences of Black Male Teachers: Lessons for Teacher Education Programs”  
(Journal of Teacher Education)

 • “Voices From the Classroom: A Survey of America’s Educators” (Educators For Excellence) 

 • “Through Our Eyes: Perspectives and Reflections From Black Teachers” (The Education Trust)

 • “Our Stories, Our Struggles, Our Strength: Perspectives and Reflections From Latino Teachers” (The Education Trust)

 • “Review of State Policies on Teacher Induction” (New Teacher Center)

 • “Retaining Black Teachers: An Examination of Black Female Teachers’ Intentions to Remain in K-12 Classrooms”  
(Equity & Excellence in Education)

 • “National Study on Union-Management Partnerships and Educator Collaboration in US Public Schools”  
(Collaborative School Leadership Initiative)
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